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Answers

1. 1,633

2. 1,767

3. 1,484

4. 1,522

5. 852

6. 1,787

7. 1,282

8. 1,107

9. 2,262

10. 789

Solve each problem.

1) While working on his car, Kaleb spent 341 bucks on a new paint job, $497 on the
transmission and 795 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?

2) On Monday a shipping company sent out 768 boxes. On Tuesday they sent out another
121 boxes and on Wednesday they sent out 878 more. What is the total number of boxes
they sent out?

3) An apple orchard was split into three sections. The first had 166 trees, the second had 952
and the last had 366. How many trees were there total in the orchard?

4) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 126 cans, Amy
collected 802 and Ed collected 594. What is the total number of cans all three friends
collected?

5) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of cookie. 130 people
said chocolate chip, 176 said oatmeal and 546 said raisin. What is the combined number of
votes for those three cookies?

6) Over the summer Edward earned 692 dollars mowing lawns, another 418 dollars weed
eating and 677 dollars spraying for weeds. How much money did Edward make total?

7) In one year a photographer took 257 pictures of animals, 268 pictures of people and 757
pictures of landscapes. How many pictures did he take total?

8) An ice cream shop sold 535 chocolate cones, 338 vanilla cones and 234 strawberry cones.
How many cones did the ice cream shop sell all together?

9) A school had 631 red pens, 669 blue pens and 962 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

10) At the bank, a customer turned in 404 dimes, 193 nickels and 192 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?
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Solve each problem.

1,522 2,262 1,282 1,107 1,787

1,633 789 1,767 852 1,484

1) While working on his car, Kaleb spent 341 bucks on a new paint job, $497 on the
transmission and 795 dollars on the interior. How much money did he spend total?

2) On Monday a shipping company sent out 768 boxes. On Tuesday they sent out another
121 boxes and on Wednesday they sent out 878 more. What is the total number of boxes
they sent out?

3) An apple orchard was split into three sections. The first had 166 trees, the second had 952
and the last had 366. How many trees were there total in the orchard?

4) Carl, Amy and Ed were collecting cans for recycling. Carl collected 126 cans, Amy
collected 802 and Ed collected 594. What is the total number of cans all three friends
collected?

5) A cookie company held a poll asking customers their favorite type of cookie. 130 people
said chocolate chip, 176 said oatmeal and 546 said raisin. What is the combined number of
votes for those three cookies?

6) Over the summer Edward earned 692 dollars mowing lawns, another 418 dollars weed
eating and 677 dollars spraying for weeds. How much money did Edward make total?

7) In one year a photographer took 257 pictures of animals, 268 pictures of people and 757
pictures of landscapes. How many pictures did he take total?

8) An ice cream shop sold 535 chocolate cones, 338 vanilla cones and 234 strawberry cones.
How many cones did the ice cream shop sell all together?

9) A school had 631 red pens, 669 blue pens and 962 black pens. How many pens did they
have total?

10) At the bank, a customer turned in 404 dimes, 193 nickels and 192 quarters. What is the
total number of coins the customer turned in?
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